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Ocean Breeze  BENCH

The controls are simple, and the 
settings allow us to keep our spa hot 
and ready to use all year round. We 
had family fly in for Christmas last 
year, and it was absolutely brilliant 
to watch the kids rush across the 
snow-covered deck and hop into the 
steaming hot tub.  The worst thing 
about using the hot tub in the winter 
is that you have to eventually get out!
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92” x 92” x 39”
425 Gallons
4 Water Features
Electrical 220v/60a
Pumps 2 - 56 Frame 6.0
Filtration System Size 50 ft2

Weight: Dry / Filled (approx.)
900 lbs. / 4570 lbs.



STANDARD FEATURES

Iluminated Air Diverters Iluminated Fountains

ACRYLIC COLOR OPTIONS

SKIRTING COLOR OPTIONS

Sterling Marble
Standard

Tuscan Sun
Upgrade

Storm Cloud
Upgrade

Midnight 
Canyon
Upgrade

Gray Skirting
Standard

Coastal Gray
Upgrade

Ash
Upgrade

Black Skirting
Standard

Iluminated Adjustable Jets Illuminated Topside
(K506 Standard)

IN.TOUCH2® WI-FI REMOTE
Control all functions of your spa from your iOS or Android smartphone or tablet and the 
Intouch.2® app. Use predefined spa experiences or customize your own.

IN.STREAM 2, INTEGRATED BLUETOOTHTM AUDIO SYSTEM

IN.MIX, LED CONTROLS

Streamed from your spa, your favorite music never sounded so good! in.stream 2 audio 
station  is a compact, rugged and splash proof all in one outdoor audio system that de-
livers an awesome sound quality through Class D amplifier technology to enhance your 
backyard audio experience. It comes with an in.p4 docking station that connects, pro-
tects and lets you control your audio player or smartphone directly from your spa keypad.

FEATURES 4 TYPES OF AUDIO SOURCES: 
AUX, USB, FM, AND BLUETOOTH.

Stunning underwater light shows can do more than further enrich your soak, they can 
define your spa environment. They can change the mood from a party atmosphere to a 
romantic setting, as well as an added safety feature after dark. The in.Mix adjustable and 
independent zone LED lighting system provides 113 points of light that glows from the 
footwell up to the spa lip and controls. The visual delight of water shooting through a 
beautiful spectrum of color adds unique charm to your soak. 

OTHER DYNASTY SPAS MODELS

Binimi Sunset Cove Tranquility Harbor Cabana Bay Twin Palms

Nassau Royale Caribbean Breeze Coconut Bay Pleasure Cove Palm Island Paradise Bay

Upgrade Your Dynasty Spa Benefits

Treasure Cay Serenity Cove


